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The Issue
• Fugitive and vented methane emissions from 

natural gas lifecycle threaten to erode its 
climate benefits over coal

• A number of policy initiatives have been put in 
place and are being considered – including 
voluntary approaches

• But which are the best? 

• A necessary step is an analysis of the stylized 
facts of methane emissions, monitoring and 
control matched to available policy options



The projects

• Oil and Gas Methane: Matching Policy to 

Reality

• Plugging the Gaps in Inactive Well Policy



Oil and Gas Methane Policy 

Environment
Existing and New/modified Producing Wells

• Voluntary
� NG Star program in 1993

� Methane challenge 2016

� One Future and API

• State Regulatory Efforts
� CA, CO, PA

• Federal
� Obama goal: 40-45% reduction by 2025

� New and modified sources (CAA 111(b))

� Existing sources (CAA 111(d))

� Quad O data requirements

Inactive Wells

• Primarily a state matter except on federal lands

• Regulatory backwater



Stylized Facts

• Target is under 2.7% methane loss

• Our calculations from EPA data: 1.8% to 

3.2%
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Stylized Facts (2)

• Recent, credible Top Down (TD) and Bottom 

Up (BU) studies suggest emissions leakage 

rates are higher than EPA’s and TD>BU

• But new capstone PNAS study (Zavala-Araiza, 

2016) for Barnett only suggests TD=BU = 

EPA*1.9. 

• If true everywhere, then fugitive methane = 

1.8% *1.9 = 3.4% of production



Stylized facts (3)

• Significant heterogeneity in costs across 

subsectors and technologies � cost-

effective trading/averaging opportunities 

exist



Figure 4: National Aggregate Marginal Abatement Cost Curve for Oil and 

Natural Gas Subsectors

Source: ICF 2016b. 
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Stylized facts (4)

• 800,000 wells, million miles of pipes, 7000 operators

Super emitters:  

• 2% of emitters responsible for 50% of methane in 
Barnett (PNAS 2016)

• In three dimensions
� Sites 

� equipment categories

� individual equipment 

• Chronic emitters, episodic emitters and stochastic super 
emitters

�Monitoring everything will waste resources



Monitoring in Infancy 

• Typically with handheld or truck-mounted infrared camera to 
find leaks 

• High volume samplers to measure leak rate

• Coupled

• No continuous emissions monitors to get at volume directly

New technologies

• Distributed detectors

• Automated infrared imaging

• Satellites

• Drones

• EDF prize



Policy Options
Categories

• Voluntary

• Direct regulation

• Market-based

Specific prototypical policies

• Technology standards

• Performance standards on equipment

• Performance standards at site or firm level

• Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR)

• Carbon tax with default leak rates

• Deposit-refund systems

• Tradable performance standard



Comparing Policies: Criteria

• Administrative Costs

• Economic efficiency

• Environmental effectiveness

• Practicality



Conclusions

• Need to analyze success of state LDAR programs

• Heterogeneity in abatement options favors market based/trading 
and performance standards 

• Many sources to regulate favors tax

• Experience and lack of CEMs does not favor economic 
incentive approaches

• Poor/uncertain inventories favor approaches that result in their 
improvement, e.g., default rates as basis for regulation

• Stochastic super emitters present huge challenges

• What will the CAA preclude?

• Improvements need to come on monitoring











Methane-Relevant Policy 

Recommendations

1. Revise bonding requirements: higher, 

eliminate blanket bonds, adjust for depth 

and other factors affecting costs.  Diversify 

funding sources

2. Tighten well ownership transfer conditions

3. Tighten requirements for maintaining 

temporary abandonment status
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